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Abstract

Africa, in principle, is a unique laboratory where to address the individual contribution of the different

facets of the Earth system as well as their interactions. However, it shows both a rich hydrology that

exhibits complex characteristics of rivers and wide basinsof different sizes in addition to the hydrology

of lakes, and other wetlands and storage reservoirs and groundwater aquifers, and continuous and dis-

continuous changes in the physical properties of the Earth interior. Stretching and heating processes are

accompanied by punctuated episodes of faulting and/or volcanism, and longer-term changes in surface

elevation that disrupt river drainage and climate.

Space gravity missions GRACE, flying since 2002, was expressly designed to detect the time-dependent

gravity field in order to study the hydrological cycle of the Earth, but has also evidenced Solid Earth phe-

nomena such as Post Glacial Rebound (PGR) and the signature of a giant earthquake such as the 2004

Sumatra.

Hence the idea to analyze time variable gravity data over Africa in order to retrieve fingerprints of

geophysical phenomena. The exploitation of the GRACE data for geophysics, however, is not straightfor-

ward. Indeed, the quality of the signal is not uniform worldwide and gravity is always the superposition of

contributions from solid Earth as well as climate-related phenomena, that cannot be easily distinguished,

at a first glance, both in time and space.

In the present study we show that mass changes cannot be classified simply as trends or periodic sig-

nals. We follow an alternative way to separate complementary components, periodic and non-periodic

signals, without loosing information. We show that the a priori periodic and linear trend fitting function

is not everywhere appropriate and in some cases it is even so poor to result in misinterpreting the data.

Variations in long term behavior and periodicities higher than the usual annual (and semi-annual) indeed

occur, related to geophysical phenomena, climate and even to human activities. The time analysis ap-

proach proposed in this work is used to discriminate signalsfrom different possible geographical sources

mostly in the low latitude regions, where hydrology is strongest, as for example Africa.

By applying our approach to hydrological models we can show similarities and differences with

GRACE data. The similarities lie almost all in the geographical signatures of the periodic component

even if there are differences in amplitudes and phase. Whiledifferences in the non-periodic component

can be explained with the presence of other phenomena, the differences in the periodic component can be

explained with missing groundwater or other defects in the hydrological models. In this way we tested

the adequacy of some hydrological models commonly combinedwith gravity data to retrieve solid Earth

geophysical signatures. Thus we show that analisys of time variable gravity data over Africa strongly

requires a correct and reliable hydrological model.
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1 Introduction

GRACE data are known to be affected by both statistical (white) noise and peculiar features in form of

north-south stripes (fig 1).
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Figure 1: Trend obtained from GRACE data: stripes are evident.

The latter are due to a systematic error not completely understood, but it is for sure related to orbital

trajectories. Since GRACE have near polar orbits, the equatorial regions are much more affected by stripes

than high latitude regions where the orbit density is higher. Thus in order to study the time-variable gravity

signal over Africa, taking care of the stripes is not an option. One way is to truncate the spherical harmonic

series at low degree where the noise is much less significant,or to use a simple and very wide smoothing

(as Gaussian filtering). In both ways the spatial resolutionwill be very low (600 km) and so there will be

a very large loss of signal.

Beside usual smoothing techniques (like Gaussian filtering), more specific methods have been de-

signed to get rid of these stripes. The most referred one is the Swenson & Wahr (2006) based on empirical

analysis of the GRACE harmonic (Stokes) coefficients, but the algorithm they suggest is subject to some

different interpretations and this means too much time to implement it. Another way to treat the stripes is

by means of decorrelation techniques (Kusche et al., 2009);moreover they made available (on internet, in

the official GFZ site) the decorrelated GRACE time series andI choose to use them, and I will call them

k-filtered data in the following. In particular I choose k-filtered data which correspond to a resolution of

240 km (or at worst 330 km, depending on the criterium used forthe comparison, that is not unique).

There are 3 official elaboration centers for GRACE L2 data: CSR, GFZ, and JPL. The CSR data

have the longest time series, but some months are affected byserious errors and the harmonic coefficients

are available only up to degree 60. The JPL data have the shortest time series. The GFZ data have the

harmonic coefficients available up to degree 120. Even if the3 time-series should be equivalent at least

where the signal is the strongest, I usually prefer to use theGFZ for most of my analysis; anyway I am

going to analyze the difference between the GFZ and CSR time series and then I will use the average

between the two.
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2 GRACE time-series features

In order to show the principal characteristics of the GRACE signal, over Africa in particular, I use the

k-filtered GFZ time series. The first and useful information about the time-dependent gravity field come

from the analysis of RMS (Root Mean Square) of the GRACE time serie at each point in the space(θ, φ)

given in Fig 2 (fig 4, right).
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Figure 2: RMS of the GFZ, in mm of we.

This quantity gives information about the mean amplitude ofthe signal, and at a first sight it is clear

that most of the signal is over continents (land) rather thanover the sea. The signal over Africa is very

strong but (as I will show) is mostly due to periodic phenomena. The time-variable gravity field is mainly

dominated by periodic behaviour, mostly over equatorial regions, and this is due to hydrologic phenomena,

altough some very strong secular trends are expected, such as Post Glacial Rebound (PGR) in Hudson Bay,

Fennoscandia and Antarctica.
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Figure 3: Trends.
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In order to appreciate the various components (linear and periodic) of the GRACE signal, the simplest

way is to perform a regression on the time series, a linear fit with a suitable functionf(t), and this can be

done for example on each harmonic degree or at each pointθ andφ (latitude and longitude) in space. The

functionf(t) has a costant, a linear term, an annual and semiannual functions, as follows:

f(t) = a + bt + d cos(2πt/12) + e sin(2πt/12) + d1 cos(2πt/6) + e1 sin(2πt/6) (1)

Fig 3 (fig 4, center) shows the coefficientb(θ, φ) for the monthly trend, fig 5 shows the average ampli-

tude of the annual component
√

(d2 + e2)/2 and fig 6 shows the semiannual component
√

(d12 + e12)/2.
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Figure 4: Zoom over Africa. RMS on the left, trends in the center, and residue on the right.
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Figure 5: Annual contribute.

The amplitude of the periodic signal exceeds 12 cm in Africa,14 cm in South-East Asia and 20 cm

in Amazon region. In principle those signal are the most relevant however there are some regions which,

in the seven years of GRACE flight, have lost a lot of mass, showstrong trends and thus very relevant
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Figure 6: Semiannual contribute.

signals. For example, in terms of surface density in water equivalent (we) units, more than 60 cm were

lost in West Antarctica and Greenland, more than 40 cm in Alaska. In Hudson Bay and Fennoscandia the

Post Glacial Rebound has instead an effect equivalent to a gain of mass, in we, of 20 cm.
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Figure 7: Residuer1.

However if I analyze a RMS (Root Mean Square) of the residues (fig 7, and 4 left), i.e.r1 = G(t) −

f(t) whereG(t) is the GRACE time series andf(t) is the fitted function, it is clear that there are many

spots where such a simple functionf(t) is not that suitable. In particular the 2004 Sumatra earthquake

should be described with a step-like function, and when it isapproximated by a linear trend it gives a big

residue. In Africa the Victoria lake is a very critical region (fig 7, and 4 left): in the trend map (fig 3 and

fig 4, center) there should be a negative trend, and that is what also Swenson & Wahr (2008) found, but

the big residue suggests that some more complicate situation occurs there. Even the area of Zambia (in

corrispondence of Kaufe National Park, fig 7) has a significant residue, but the area is in between two
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spots with trends with opposite sign (fig 4 center).

3 Different GRACE L2 data sources and their average

Another source of errors can be ascribed to the difference between data source. I perform the average of

GFZ and CSR data, for each (common) month of the two time series (i.e. present in the series of both

processing centers), and I calculate its standard deviation. In fig 8 the average in time of this standard

deviation is shown.
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Figure 8: Time Averaged st.dev.

It can be seen that some differences are clearly visible. Amazon basin is the area with the largest

deviations between the two data sets. Note that the pattern shows that north-south stripes reappear.

This time I use the average (GFZ, CSR) and repeat the same previous analysis. The RMS of the

average (fig 9) are clearly much smaller over the seas and oversome desertic land, over the Sahara,

Arabian Peninsula and South Africa in particular. Also in Somalia the amplitude of the signal is smaller,

that is also where the st.dev between the two data sets are thelargest over Africa. Once the regression with

f(t) is performed, the trend (fig 10 left) and the periodic component (fig 11) are found toghether with the

residuer2 (fig 10 right). Although the residue (r2) is smaller with respect the residue obtained from the

gfz alone (r1), a clear pattern remains over Victoria Lake and Zambia.
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Figure 9: RMS of the average, in w.e.
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Figure 10: Zoom over Africa. Trend and residue calculated onthe average, left and right respectively.

4 Residue analysis

Sometimes the periodicity is not exactly annual or semiannual. In the previous section we showed that the

simple regression (eq. 1) is not everywhere adequate. Two questions remain open. The first is whether

it is possible to easily improve the results, without resorting to much more complicated approaches. The

second is what else can we understand from the L2 data, even atthis stage. Therefore, in order to reduce

the residue, the first thing to try is to add some other component in thef(t) function with a frequency close

to annual and semiannual, such as the 13 and 11 months and the 7and 5 months periodicity. This allows to

use functions with a period not exactly annual and semiannual. However, the residue (r3) (fig 12) obtained

in this way is everywhere a little bit smaller when compared to r2, and in fig 13 this is quantified by means
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Figure 11: Zoom over Africa. Annual and Semiannual contribute calculated on the average, left and right
respectively.

of the ratio between the two residuer3/r2. In Africa there is not a considerable improvement, suggesting

that the residue is due to something else, and that there is something more than a slightly different periodic

component which enters to play.
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Figure 12: Residuer3
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Figure 13: Ratior3/r2

4.1 Signal decomposition

In order to extract more detailed information, and to reducethe misfit, we propose a suitable decomposi-

tion of the signal.

The GRACE time variable gravity surely shows a periodic component. Every oscillating signal with

a periodicity lower than 3 months could be considered as coming from noise, for our purposes. The other

periodicities (from 4 to 12 or 13 month) could be related to some real phenomena. The most common

phenomena are related to hydrological/seasonal cycle, andthus with the most intuitive annual and semi-

annual periodicity. Other phenomena can have much more complicated cycle or they can be even related

to human activities (Rodell et al., 2009; Tiwari et al., 2009).

A useful decomposition should be able to separate these sorts of periodic signals (real signals or noise)

from the long term behaviour or from occasional event (though not spike-like ones).

A simple technique consists in removing the noise via smoothing filter, such as a gaussian filter (in

time) with a width of 1 or 2 month. Yet a smoothing filter with a greater width can remove also the periodic

signal. So if I apply a gaussian filter with a width of 12 monthsI should get rid of all the periodic signal

(including noise) with a periodicity lower or equal than 12 months. We call the function obtained in this

way GS(t) (the (θ, φ) are omitted). The difference between the original signal (G(t)) and the smoothed

signalGS(t) represents the oscillating part of the signal, and I call itGP (t).

G(t) = GS(t) + GP (t) (2)

In fig 14 and 15 (zoom in fig 16) I calculate the RMS ofGS(t) and GP (t) and it is evident the

separation between the two kind of signals. In the first the (fig 14) the pattern of the trend of fig 15

is evident in several areas. In the second (fig 15), the pattern gives strong indication of presence of

cycling signal and hence somthing very likely related to hydrological phenomena. In fact, hydrological

phenomena can surely have a trend or exhibit non periodical behaviour, though most of the signal is
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Figure 14: RMS of the componentGS(t)
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Figure 15: RMS of the componentGP (t)

expected to follow seasonal cycles. Solid Earth phenomena,instead, do not have periodical components

(except for very long wavelenght spatial and temporal global phenomena linked to Earth rotation), so

we are confident that almost all Solid Earth signal are present in theGS(t) component only. Remember,

however, thatGS(t) does portray not only linear signals, but also includes signals with periodicities longer

than one year and non-periodic signals, too.

To assess the accuracy of the decomposition, we have to quantify how much non-periodic signal is left

in theGP (t) component. We perform a regression with thef(t) function above, and check the residual

trend (fig 17), and the RMS of the residuer4 = GP (t)−f(t), fig 18. The residual trend lies in a range (±

0.6 mm/month) one order of magnitude lower than the range of the trend calculated on the whole signal

(± 6 mm/month), indicating only a small contamination betweenthe two components. The residuer4 is

almost everywhere much lower than residuer2 (or r3) as shown in fig 19. This means that inr2 andr3 the
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Figure 16: Zoom over Africa. RMS of the componentGS(t) andGP (t), left and right respectively

errors in the modelling functionf(t) are made by a small part in the periodical component or spike-like

event and the rest are in the long term behaviour. In other words the annual and semiannual periodicities

and trends are indeed important, but in many areas a simple trend does not fit sufficiently well, in areas

like sumatra the earthquake signal can be fitted by a trend buta step-like function would fit much better.
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Figure 17: Residual trend onGP (t)

In Africa, in particular, in the Victoria lake the simple trend is weakly negative but the rms of the

GS(t) is, on the contrary the strongest signal, and at last the rms of r4 is much reduced with respect the

rms of r2 (or r3). This means that in the Victoria lake there is a very strong non-periodic signal which

cannot be modeled by a simple trend. For that same region Swenson & Wahr (2008) determined a negative

trend and they imputed it to the groundwater sistem linked tothe lake. But that negative trend is more
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Figure 18: Residuer4 onGP (t)
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Figure 19: Ratior4/r2

likely an "isolated" single event lasted for one or two years, more or less the time span Swenson & Wahr

(2008) considered for their analysis.

Another consideration can be made about the Zambia region. The residuer4 is reduced with respect

r2 (or r3) but still not negligible, this can be seen as a symptom of a very noisy signal with strong

oscillations with not ”identified” periodicity. On the other hand since the trend is weakly positive and the

rms of theGS(t) is strong, this means that part of the ”anomalous” behaviouris not periodic at all (or

with a periodicity longer than one year).

Previous considerations are confirmed in fig 20 where time series of a geographical point over Victoria

Lake and another over Zambia (National Park) are plotted togheter with their corresponding smoothed

signals. Between years 2004-2006 in both areas the trend wasnegative and then it becomes positive. For

the Victoria Lake this explain the anomalus rms of the residue r2 (or r3), however in theGP (t) some
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spike-like event are evident. For Zambia there are some anomalous (spike-like) events, i.e. even if (fig

21) the frequency (and the phase) of the fitting functionf(t) is similar to theGP (t) the amplitude of the

signal is not constant and for some years it is bigger (2003-2004, 2005-2006 and especially 2007-2008).
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Figure 20: Victoria Lake, left. Zambia (National Park), right.
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Figure 21: Fitting function

4.2 Reference residual amplitude

At this point I want to build something like a reference amplitude for the noise or at least for the minimum

residue I can obtain with any possible model (f(t)). This minimum residue should never be exactly zero,

because in that case I would have reproduced also the instrumental errors, the intermediate elaboration

errors and all errors due to the models used to elaborate the raw data. If I use a gaussian filter with a

small width (< 3 months), I build a new signalGWS(t) (weakly smoothed) that can be taken as the

best ”reconstruction” or ”fit”, and the residueRMR = G(t) − GWS(t) can be taken as the Reference

Minimum Residue together with its RMS. In this way, in order to see if a residuerx is small enough I will

check the ratiorx/rm (fig 23), or the(rx/rm)2, which should be considered like a reducedχ2.

I build theGWS(t) by using a gaussian filter with a width of 2.4 and 1.8 months, I check the squared

sum of their residue withG(t) (fig 22) and I choose the one of 2.4 months width because the residue of

the other one is too small.

In order not to consider twice the ”errors” I calculateGP (t) = GWS(t) − GS(t).
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Figure 22: RMR calculated with a gaussian filter of 2.4 monthswidth, left. 1.8 months width, right.
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Figure 23: Ratiorx/RMR for GS(t) left. Ratiorx/RMR for GP (t), right.
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Figure 24: Zoom over Africa. Ratiorx/RMR for GS(t) left. Ratiorx/RMR for GP (t), right.

4.3 Periodic versus non-periodic components

As outlined before, Solid Earth signals are expected to affect only the non-periodic component of the

gravity field. The quality of the decomposition of the signalin periodic and non-periodic components has
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already been shown. On the other hand, even when addressing phenomena which a strong periodic signa-

ture (like hydrology), the presence of non periodic contamination can be very disturbing. Unfortunately,

both kind of contributions are usually present at the same site, and it is therefore important to quantify the

relative proportion of the two contributions, as done hereinafter.

By assuming the RMS of the minimum residueRMR as minimum reference, and the RMS of the

signal itself (G(t)) as reference for the maximum of the amplitude, I obtain two boundaries (reference)

to quantify the proportion of the various components of the signal (such asGS(t) or GP (t)). In fig-

ure 25 (and 26) the ratio between the RMS ofGS(t) and the RMS of the entire signalG(t) (I call it

rmsGS/rms), and the ratio between the RMS ofGP (t) and RMS ofG(t) (I call it rmsGP/rms) are

shown. When this ratio is significantly larger than unity thesignal of the trends or periodic components

is meaningful. Over the classical areas of Greenland, West Antarctica or Sumatra the long term compo-

nent (GS(t)) is much more predominant with respect the periodicGP (t) component. On the contrary,

in Africa the periodic component is much stronger than otherlong term signals with the exception of the

area around Victoria lake amd maybe the south of Mozambique.
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Figure 25: RatiormsGS/rms left. RatiormsGP/rms, right.

The ratio between the periodic (<12 months) and non-periodic components is clearly meaningfulonly

where the signal is strong enough to not be confused with the errors. For example, in Barletta and Bordoni

(2009) a threshold and a recognition algorithm was used to select the spots with signal stronger than noise.

Here I don’t need an effective recognition so I want to apply afunction which allows me to create a mask

where only the areas with a signal stronger than noise are setto one (the rest is zero). I chose this function:

f(x) = (−1 + 2/(1 + exp(−kx2)))7

with k = 4 for theGS(t) signal (fig. 27, left) andk = 3.5 for theGS(t) (fig. 27, right), and the resulting

mask forGS(t) is in fig. 28. Then I can apply this mask to the ratiormsGS/rms (fig. 29 and 30).

I can show the proportion betweenGS(t) andGP (t) also by mapping the ratio between the RMS of

GS(t) and RMS ofGP (t), figure 31 left (and fig 32 left), and again it is clear that thisratio is almost

everywhere smaller than one. Moreover I can apply the mask offig. 28 to this ratio and obtain (fig 31

right and fig 32 right) a clear indication on where the long term signalGS(t) can be dominant with respect

to the noise and to the periodic signalGP (t). In other words the map on the right of fig. 32 shows that
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Figure 26: Zoom over Africa. RatiormsGS/rms left. RatiormsGP/rms, right.
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Figure 27: Weighting function for GS and GP.

only over Victoria lake and south of Mozambique there can be some non strictly hydrology-related signal.

However the Victoria lake with its dam is an hydrological system thus it very difficult not to associate the

signal to that sistem as done by Swenson & Wahr (2008). Note that the presecnce of the dam controlled

by human activity could produce in that hydrological systemnon-”natural”-periodic cycles.

Crowley et al. (2006) calculated for the Congo Basin a long-term trend yielding a consistent loss of

(280 km3 of water) but from our analysis (fig. 29 and 31 left) the total of any non-periodic signal (of any

kind) in that region should be comparable to errors.
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Figure 28: Mask made with GS
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Figure 29: GS masked

5 Hydrological model and GRACE

In light of previous considerations, it is clear enough thatperiodic (and thus hydrological) signal is dom-

inant almost everywhere over south-saharian Africa. The only way to retrieve signal different from the

hydrological ones is to use the GRACE data in conjunction with hydrological model/data. So I have done

a preliminary study on the most common (and publicly available) global hydrological models: the GLDAS

(Global Land Data Assimilation System) (Rodell et al., 2004). There are four of those models: NOAH

(National Centers for Environmental Prediction/Oregon State University/Air Force/Hydrologic Research

Lab Model), CLM (Common Land Model), Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) Model and MOSAIC

Model. All those models have the shortcoming that the presence of Ground Water System is neglected,

and this affect the comparison with GRACE data in two distinct ways. GRACE senses the Total Water

Storage variation∆TWS, that is the sum of surface water variations and Ground Watervariations∆GW .
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Figure 30: Zoom over Africa. GS masked left. GP masked right.
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Figure 31: RatiormsGS/rmsGP left. RatiormsGS/rmsGP masked, right.

The surface water sistem is (principally) the sum of the SoilMoisture∆SM and Snow (in we)∆SWE.

∆TWS = ∆GW + ∆SM + ∆SWE

So neglecting the Ground Water signal can produce a significant difference between the GRACE data

and the output of the hydrological (land surface) models. However in particular conditions this difference

can be taken exactly as the unknown Ground Water signal as suggested by Rodell et al. (2007).

∆GW = ∆TWS − (∆SM + ∆SWE)

However, this implicitly assumes that hydrology is the onlyrelevant phenomena affecting gravity

variations. In many areas that is not the case, and GRACE record strong Solid Earth signals∆SE: the

Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) in North America, or the2004 Sumatra Earthquake in the South-East
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Figure 32: Zoom over Africa. RatiormsGS/rmsGP left. RatiormsGS/rmsGP masked, right.

Asia, for example. So

∆G = ∆SE + ∆GW + ∆SM + ∆SWE

In general, wherever we want to look for geophysical (or Solid Earth) signal∆SE we simply cannot

suppose that GRACE detects only the total water variation, and we cannot neglect the Ground Water

System unless it is very small compared with the surface ones.

The other problem with neglecting the Ground Water System inthe hydrological (land surface) model

is the bias introduced in the hydrological modelling itself. In fact the Ground Water has an active role in

the land surface hydrological system as nicely described by(Niu et al., 2007), mostly acting like a water

reserve when the dry season comes. The difference in soil moisture can be important.

There is a global model which takes into account the Ground Water System and it is the WaterGAP

Global Hydrology Model (WGHM), (Doll et al., 2003). This model can much better reproduce GRACE

data and it is frequently used in GRACE related work, but unfortunately is not publicly available. However

I would like the chance to test it.

Beside this, the joint use of GRACE data and hydrological models requires their proven compatibility.

Though several works appeared on the subject (Ramillien et al., 2006; Rodell et al., 2007; Ngo-Duc et

al., 2007; Syed et al., 2008), this is still quite debated. Ingeneral GLDAS model shows an quite good

correlation with GRACE data (around 0.65), and this could tobe enough to say that there is a good

agreement (Ngo-Duc et al., 2007; Syed et al., 2008). Howeverthe comparisons between GRACE data and

hydrological outputs are usually done at very low resolution (and on normalized data), which could make

things rather confusing.
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Figure 33: Zoom over Africa. RMS of soil moisture. NOAH left,CLM right.

A correlation means only that they have in some way the same time-behaviour, and this can be true

even without a good quantitative agreement.

When using the output of an hydrological model to correct GRACE measurements, the quantitative

agreement is instead fundamental, requiring a real agreement between GRACE data and hydrological

outputs. In the following, therefore I will try to understand if there is a real agreement between GRACE

data and hydrological outputs. I used the NOAH models because they seem the preferred (GLDAS) ones

in conjunction with GRACE data, but I couldn’t use the Snow component because in some area it is very

unstable (and meaningless, e.g. it grows monotonically forever), anyway over Africa that component is

almost absent. I used also the CLM, because it has the Snow component much stable and the very recent

CLM model (version 3.5) integrate a simple Ground Water Model (Niu et al., 2007). However the data

available on internet doesn’t (they were produced with version 2). All the documentation is on:

"http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/hydrology/documentation/hydro_doc.shtml".

I used (for both models) the data of1×1 degree and (official) monthly time averaged over the original

3-hourly time series. The soil moisture in the two model (under study) are layered, in the NOAH there are

4 layers down to a depth of 2 m, in the CLM there are 10 down to 3.43 m. I summed up the values of the

soil moisture of each layerSMi for each month and I obtained a monthly time series ofSM(t) for both

model.

For the CLM in some calculation I also added the Snow component SWE(t) which does not affect

the results over Africa anyway.

Following the approach applied to GRACE data in previuos sections, I calculate the RMS of the

seriesSM(t) over Africa (fig. 33 high resolution and fig 34 global low resolution): they looks in some
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Figure 34: Low resolution. RMS of soil moisture. NOAH left, CLM right.

way similar but the scale is different for almost a factor 3. This is the first clue/issue that indicates the

existence of something arbitrary in hydrological models.

Note that I have asked to the scientists mantaining the data on internet (GLDAS help desk) and they

confirmed that the two models can be very different and they checked that my elaborations are correct.

Since the GRACE resolution is much lower than the GLDAS resolution I had to filter and resample

month by month theSM(t) time series. Even if in the map with a resolution1 × 1 degree the analysis

could show interesting detail, I will proceed my analysis only with the low resolution.
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Figure 35: Low resolution. Correlation coefficient. NOAH left, CLM right.

The correlation index is reported in fig 35 and the patterns are very similar for both models even if

they differ one from the other for a factor 3. In many areas thecorrelation index is also very high but I will

show that this is almost meaningless for the kind of accuracies we need to retrieve Solid Earth signals.

The low resolution RMS of the hydrological models (Fig 34) can be compared with the RMS of the

GRACE signal (fig 9). At first sight there are similarities which together with the correlation index can

lead to conclude that most of the visible signal in GRACE datais probably due to hydrological phenom-

ena. Even if this could be correct it doesn’t mean that the hydrological models are correct or that other

phenomena may not contribute.

To better understand the difference between hydrological model and GRACE, the decomposition of

the signal becomes particularly useful. In fact, the hydrological models can have non-periodic behaviour

(GS(t)) but the periodic partGP (t) should be the most characteristic and better modelled: we expect the
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Figure 36: Low resolution.GS(t) part of the hydrological model. NOAH left, CLM right.
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Figure 37: Low resolution.GP (t) part of the hydrological model. NOAH left, CLM right.

GP (t) signal to be dominant where the hydrological phenomena are dominant. So I decided to compare

theGP (t) part of the hydrological signal with the one of GRACE data by making the difference of the

time series and then I made a map of the RMS of those difference(fig 38). For the CLM I multiplied for

a factor 3 otherwise the difference would have shown only theGRACE pattern.
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Figure 38: Low resolution. RMS of the difference between theGP (t) part of the hydrological model and
GRACE data. NOAH left, CLM (times 3) right.

Another way is to compute the ratio between the RMS of the two signal: theGP (t) part of hydrolog-

ical model and GRACE data.

The difference between two periodic signal is due to difference in amplitude andor difference in the

phase. In the case ofGP (t) we are not dealing with an exact periodic signal, anyway by using the
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Figure 39: Ratio between the RMS of GRACE data and RMS of the hydrological model. NOAH left,
CLM (times 3) right. Note that the white represent the areas where the hydrological signal is not defined
or where it is too small and so the ratio is meaningless.

information of fig 38 and 39 it is possible to understand wherethe difference is due to a difference in

amplitude and where in the phase.

In fact letrms∆GP of fig 38 be

rms∆GP =

√

1/N

∑

t

(GPg(t) − GPh(t))2

and

Nrms∆GP =

√

1/N

∑

t

(GPg(t) − rGPh(t))2

wherer is the ratio of fig 39, ifGPg(t) andGPh(t) have the same phase thenNrms∆GP would be

much smaller thanrms∆GP . So the difference between therms∆GP (of fig 38) andNrms∆GP should

be positive (fig 40) if the GRACE data and the hydrological model are in phase but their amplitude differs

by a scaling factor. It should instead be negative (fig 40) if they are not in phase becauseNrms∆GP

should be greater thanrms∆GP .

In fact letτ be the difference of phase then

Trms∆GP =

√

1/N

∑

t

(GPg(t) − rGPh(t + τ))2

Trms∆GP would be smaller thanrms∆GP . MoreoverGPh(t + τ) can be always written as

GPh(t + τ) = GPh(t) + GPRh(t)

so if (GPg(t) − rGPh(t + τ))2 was very small then

∑

t

(GPg(t) − rGPh(t))2 =
∑

t

(GPg(t) − rGPh(t + τ) + rGPRh(t))2 ≃ r2
∑

t

(GPRh(t)))2

which can be of the same size or grater than
∑

t(GPg(t) − GPh(t))2.
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Figure 40: Difference between therms∆GP (of fig 38) andNrms∆GP . NOAH left, CLM (times 3)
right.

Whether theGP (t) of the gravity and hydrological models are not in phase or need the amplitude to

be adjusted by a factorr, in both cases there are clues of a lack in modelling, likely the Ground Water

component.

Unconfined aquifer can produce a delayed signal of at most 2 or3 months. Confined Ground Water

can have a delayed signal of some months, but they also likelyproduce a smaller signal.

There are many clues and issues that lead to conclude that thehydrological models are not reliable in

conjunction with GRACE data for searching Solid Earth signals.

Another way to see the difference between GRACE data and hydrological models is to check the

rms∆GP against the GRACE residue, i.e. RMS ofGWS(t) (fig 41). The ratio of figure 41 is almost ev-

eryware greater than one, that means that everyware the difference between GRACE data and hydrological

models (the periodical part) can not be confused with errors.
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Figure 41: Ratiorx/rm for therms∆GP with respect to RMS ofGWS(t) of GRACE data. NOAH left,
CLM (times 3) right.

Also the long term behaviour (GS(t)) of the hydrological models is very different from the one ofthe

GRACE data. It is possible to quantify that difference by mean of the ratiorx/rm with respect to RMS

of GWS(t) of GRACE data (analogous of fig 23), fig 42. Then I can apply the mask of fig 28 and I obtain

fig 43 where the index greater than one represents area where likely some meaningful long term signal are

present for both hydrological models and GRACE data. There is some agreement over Parana’ basins in

South America, over Mississipi basins, over Spain. Yet overAfrica the agreement is very poor, there is
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momething around Victoria Lake for NOAH and almost nothing for CLM.
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Figure 42: Ratiorx/rm for the GS(t) of hydrological models with respect to RMS ofGWS(t) of
GRACE data (analogous of fig 23). NOAH left, CLM (times 3) right.
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Figure 43: Masked ratiorx/rm for theGS(t) of hydrological models with respect to RMS ofGWS(t)
of GRACE data (analogous of fig 23). NOAH left, CLM (times 3) right.

Note that if I wanted to use the GRACE data together with the hydrological model I would have to

use for comparison the sum of their residual part and that could mean that the ratios showne above would

lower.
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Figure 44: RMS of residue (GWS(t)) for NOAH model.

6 Conclusions

I showne that over Africa the use of GRACE data for the study ofgeophysical (Solid Earth) signal is very

problematic. The periodical component of the time-variable gravity is dominant almost everywhere and

this suggest that the hydrolocical phenomena are not negligible. I showne a way to extract a long term

signal and how to select the areas where it is possible to discriminate from the periodical component. This

technique can be very useful to improve the recognition technique developped in Barletta and Bordoni

(2009).

Then I analysed two hydrological model and I found them very inadequate for the study of GRACE

data, in particular over Africa.

In order to isolate the signature of a Solid Earth phenomena over Africa is necessary from one side

to develop an hydrological model (at low resolution) with the inclusion of the Ground Water system, and

from the other side to simulate the time-variable gravity with Solid Earth models of Africa.
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